As a top radio personality for nearly 40 years, Stevie Jay Khachaturian is known for his enthusiasm, energy and positive attitude. His contributions to local radio have been significant. He spent 26 years with WDWS first as an afternoon talk show host moving to morning radio in 1990.

Later he served as General Manager before being named Vice President of the News-Gazette. In 2006, he left management to start VersaBuoy International with his brother Jon Khachaturian and business legend Clint Atkins.

While continuing to pursue the next generation deepwater platform system, the group purchased four local radio stations forming Stevie Jay Broadcasting in 2010 which includes ESPN 93.5, Christian FM 95.3, All the Hits Q96 and country station US 105.9.

Stevie Jay has interviewed thousands of guests including movie stars, future presidents, Hall of Fame athletes, coaches and countless newsmakers throughout his career.

Stevie Jay.